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Ukraine said Friday it wants Germany and the United States to impose sanctions on Russia’s
gas export monopoly Gazprom over its controversial deal with Hungary and Kiev’s loss of
transit capacities.

Kiev slammed as “political” this week’s contract that will supply 4.5 billion cubic meters of
Russian natural gas to Hungary every year until 2036 through non-Ukrainian transit routes. 

Related article: Russia’s Gazprom Inks 15-Year Gas Contract with Hungary

“Gazprom stopped gas transit through Ukraine to Hungary,” Yuri Vitrenko, the CEO of
Ukraine’s pipeline operator Naftogaz, wrote on Facebook.

Vitrenko accused Gazprom of using gas exports as a “weapon” and said the Hungary deal
“clearly demonstrates” its intent after Russia launches another pipeline that bypasses
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Ukraine to deliver gas to Germany, Nord Stream 2.

“A joint statement from the United States and Germany indicates that in case of the Kremlin
using gas as a weapon, there should be an appropriate reaction,” he said, referring to a U.S.-
German deal in July that would threaten Russia with sanctions and extend gas transit through
Ukraine.

“We are now waiting for sanctions imposed on a 100% subsidiary of Gazprom, the Nord
Stream 2 operator,” the Naftogaz CEO said.

Gazprom and the Kremlin have dismissed Ukraine’s concerns about the loss of its role as a
transit provider. Russia and Gazprom have also maintained that the $12-billion Nord Stream 2
would increase the stability of Russian gas supplies to Europe.

Ukraine’s accusations come amid calls by European parliamentarians to investigate possible
market manipulation by Gazprom amid record-high gas prices in Europe. The EU lawmakers
claim that the company refuses to export gas to exert pressure on Europe as Nord Stream 2
awaits certification by German regulators after its recent completion. 

The Kremlin says Russia is fulfilling its gas export obligations under existing contracts and
denies that it is attempting to speed up the Nord Stream 2 approval process through natural
gas export manipulation. 

Ukraine makes around $3 billion a year by transiting Russian gas to Europe — a commercial
relationship which has persisted despite the ongoing war between Russian-backed separatists
in the Donbass and Russia’s annexation of Crimea in 2014.
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